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Abstract
The uniﬁcation problem for term rewriting systems (TRSs) is the problem of deciding, for a given TRS R
and two terms M and N , whether there exists a substitution h such that Mh and Nh are congruent modulo R
(i.e., Mh$R Nh). In this paper, the uniﬁcation problem for conﬂuent right-ground TRSs is shown to be
decidable. To show this, the notion of minimal terms is introduced and a new uniﬁcation algorithm for
obtaining a substitution whose range consists of minimal terms is proposed. Our result extends the de-
cidability of uniﬁcation for canonical (i.e., terminating and conﬂuent) right-ground TRSs given by Hullot
[Proceedings of the 5th Conference on Automated Deduction, LNCS, vol. 87, 1980, p. 318] in the sense that
the termination condition can be omitted.
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1. Introduction
The uniﬁcation problem for TRSs is the problem of deciding, for a TRS R and two terms
M and N , whether M and N are uniﬁable modulo R, that is, whether there exists a substi-
tution h (called an R-uniﬁer) such that Mh and Nh are congruent modulo R (i.e., Mh$R Nh).
The uniﬁcation problem is undecidable in general and so even if we restrict to canonical
TRSs [3] (which have a decidable word problem) or to terminating and right-ground TRSs
(since the word problem for this class is undecidable [10] and the word problem, M $R N , is
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a special case of the uniﬁcation problem). On the other hand, several positive results have
been obtained. In particular, uniﬁcation is decidable for ground TRSs [2], left-linear and
right-ground TRSs [8,2], canonical right-ground TRSs [4], shallow TRSs [1], linear standard
TRSs [8], and semi-linear TRSs [5]. Hullots narrowing (or paramodulation) technique [4,8] is
strong and useful for showing the decidability of uniﬁcation, in fact it is used for obtaining
many of the above decidability results. However this technique is diﬃcult to apply to non-
terminating TRSs and hence new techniques are needed. This is an additional motivation for
this paper.
In this paper, we consider the uniﬁcation problem for conﬂuent right-ground TRSs which may
be nonterminating. This is a natural problem, since for extending the decidability of uniﬁcation
for canonical right-ground TRSs, we have three choices: to omit the termination condition, to
omit the conﬂuence condition, and to omit the right-ground condition, but the latter two choices
are impossible by the undecidability results for terminating right-ground TRSs and for canonical
TRSs, respectively. In this paper, we show that the termination condition can be omitted, i.e.,
uniﬁcation is decidable for conﬂuent right-ground TRSs. This decidability result can be also re-
garded as a solution to one of the open problems posed by Nieuwenhuis [8] and it is compared
with the undecidability of the word and the uniﬁcation problems for terminating right-ground
TRSs.
Let us note that the narrowing technique does not work in this case. Let R1 ¼ feqðx;
xÞ ! t; eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f ; t! notðf Þ; f ! notðtÞg where x is a variable. Note that R1 is nonter-
minating, conﬂuent [12] and right-ground. Let M ¼ eqðy; notðyÞÞ and N ¼ y where y is a variable.
Since no nonvariable subterm of M (or N ) is ;-uniﬁable with the left-hand-side of any rule, the
narrowing technique cannot decide whetherM and N are R1-uniﬁable. (Note that any substitution
h satisfying yh ¼ f is an R1-uniﬁer of M and N .)
So, we use a more general technique analogous to lazy narrowing [6,7] and RU [3, p. 284]
both of which consist of more primitive operations which can simulate narrowing. But the
most crucial point is to transform such a technique into a new decision procedure which can
decide whether a problem instance is uniﬁable or not. To our knowledge, such attempts were
very few so far. To obtain our result, we introduce the notion of minimal terms for
nonterminating right-ground TRSs which play a role similar to irreducible terms in termi-
nating TRSs. Then we construct a uniﬁcation algorithm which takes as input a conﬂuent
right-ground TRS R and two terms M and N and produces an R-uniﬁer h of M and N such
that xh is minimal for each variable x iﬀ M and N are uniﬁable modulo R. Such substitutions
are called locally minimal and they are a key idea for proving the correctness of our
algorithm.
2. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with standard deﬁnitions of rewrite systems (see [3]) and
we just recall here the main notations used in the paper.
We use e to denote the empty string and ; to denote the empty set. For a set A, let PðAÞ be
the set of all the subsets of A, and let jAj be the cardinality of A. Let N be the set of non-
negative integers. Let X be a set of variables, let F be a ﬁnite set of operation symbols graded
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by an arity function a : F ! N , and let T be the set of terms constructed from X and F . We
use x; y; z as variables and L;M ;N as terms. A term M is ground if M has no variable. Let G be
the set of ground terms and let S ¼ T n ðG [ X Þ. We use OðMÞ to denote the set of positions of
M , which are partially ordered by the preﬁx ordering u6 v iﬀ 9w such that uw ¼ v. Let M ju be
the subterm of M at position u, and M ½N u to denote the term obtained from M by replacing
the subterm M ju by N . To denote that positions u and v are disjoint, we use ujv. For a sequence
ðu1; . . . ; unÞ of pairwise disjoint positions and terms L1; . . . ; Ln, we use M ½L1; . . . ;Lnðu1;...;unÞ to
denote the term obtained from M by replacing each subterm M jui by Li ð16 i6 nÞ. Let
OxðMÞ ¼ fu 2 OðMÞ j M ju ¼ xg be the set of positions of variable x 2 X in M . Let
OX ðMÞ ¼
S
x2X OxðMÞ and OF ðMÞ ¼ OðMÞn OX ðMÞ. Let V ðMÞ be the set of variables occurring
in M . We use jM j to denote the size of M , i.e., the number of symbols in M . For a position u,
we use juj to denote the length of u. The root symbol of M is denoted by rootðMÞ. M ju is a leaf
symbol of M if jM juj ¼ 1. Let OLeaf ðMÞ ¼ fu 2 OðMÞ j jM juj ¼ 1g. For any position sets W ;W 0,
W PW 0 iﬀ for any v 2 W there exists a u 2 W 0 such that vP u. Let M ½N=x be the term ob-
tained from M by replacing all occurrences of x by N . This notation is extended to sets of
terms: for C  T , let C½N=x ¼ fM ½N=x jM 2 Cg.
Let c : M1$u1 M2    $un1Mn be a rewrite sequence. This sequence is abbreviated to c : M1 $ Mn
and RðcÞ ¼ fu1; . . . ; un1g is the set of the redex positions of c. If the root position e is not a
redex position of c, then c is called e-invariant. If RðcÞPW , we write c : M1$
PW
Mn. A position u
in a set of positions U is minimal if v¥ u for every v 2 U . Let MinðUÞ be the set of minimal
positions of U .
Deﬁnition 2.1. We use M  N to denote the pair of terms M and N . M  N is unifiable modulo a
TRS R (or simply R-unifiable) if there exist a substitution h and a rewrite sequence c such that
c : Mh$ Nh. Such h and c are called an R-unifier and a proof ofM  N , respectively. This notion
is extended to sets of term pairs: for C  T  T , h is an R-uniﬁer of C if h is an R-uniﬁer of every
pair Mi  Ni of C. In this case, C is R-uniﬁable. As a special case of R-uniﬁability, M  N is ;-
uniﬁable if there exists a substitution h such that Mh ¼ Nh, i.e., ;-uniﬁability coincides with usual
uniﬁability.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Substitutions h and h0 are consistent if xh ¼ xh0 for any x 2 DomðhÞ \ Domðh0Þ.
2.1. Standard right-ground TRS and minimal term
Deﬁnition 2.3. A right-ground TRS R is said to be standard if jaj ¼ 1 or jbj ¼ 1 for every rule
a! b 2 R.
Let R ¼ fa1 ! b1; . . . ; an ! bng be a right-ground TRS. The corresponding standard TRS R0 is
constructed as follows. Let c1; . . . ; cn be new pairwise distinct constants which do not appear in R.
Then, R0 ¼ fai ! ci; ci ! bi j16 i6 ng is standard.
For R and R0, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.1.
(i) R is confluent iff R0 is confluent.
(ii) For any terms M ;N which do not contain c1; . . . ; cn, M  N is R-unifiable iff M  N is R0-uni-
fiable.
The proof is given in Appendix A. Thus, the R-uniﬁcation problem for conﬂuent right-ground
TRS R reduces to that for the corresponding standard TRS R0. Hence, without loss of generality
we can assume that a conﬂuent right-ground TRS R is standard. Henceforth, we consider a ﬁxed
right-ground TRS R which is conﬂuent and standard.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let HðMÞ ¼Maxfjuj ju 2 OðMÞg be the height of M . We deﬁne HmðMÞ as the mul-
tiset fHðM juÞ ju 2 OðMÞgm. We use f  gm to denote a multiset and t to denote multiset union. Let
 be the multiset extension of the usual relation < on N and let  be  [ ¼. Let
LðMÞ ¼ fN jN $ Mg and LminðMÞ ¼ fN 2 LðMÞ j8N 0 2 LðMÞ: HmðNÞHmðN 0Þg. A term M is
minimal iﬀM 2 LminðMÞ.
For example, Hðf ðx; gðyÞÞÞ ¼Maxfjej; j1j; j2j; j21jg ¼ 2 and Hmðf ðx; gðyÞÞÞ ¼ fHðf ðx; gðyÞÞÞ;
HðxÞ;HðgðyÞÞ;HðyÞgm ¼ f0; 0; 1; 2gm.
Note that LminðMÞ 6¼ ;. We have the following lemmata.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be minimal and let c : M $ N . Then, RðcÞPOLeaf ðMÞ. (That is, only leaf
symbols of M are rewritten in c.)
Proof.Note that since R is standard, L e L0 implies that L or L0 is a constant and hence HðLÞ ¼ 0 or
HðL0Þ ¼ 0 holds. Thus, minimality of M ensures this lemma, since there exists no d : M jv $ L sat-
isfying that HðM jvÞ > 0 and HðLÞ ¼ 0. 
Lemma 2.3.
(i) For any term M, LminðMÞ is finite and computable.
(ii) For any M 2 G, LminðMÞ  G.
Proof. (i) We prove this lemma by induction on HðMÞ. First suppose that HðMÞ ¼ 0. Obviously,
M 2 LminðMÞ. For a term N 6¼ M , if N 2 LminðMÞ, then HðNÞ ¼ 0 and N $þ M . Since R is right-
ground and conﬂuent, we have N # M and N ;M 2 F . Since joinability of right-ground TRSs is
decidable [9] and F is ﬁnite, LminðMÞ is ﬁnite and computable.
Next suppose that HðMÞ > 0. We ﬁrst check whether there exists a rule a! b 2 R such that
jaj ¼ 1 and M $ a or jbj ¼ 1 and M $ b. This is also decidable by similar arguments as
above. If so, then a 2 LminðMÞ and jaj ¼ 1 or b 2 LminðMÞ and jbj ¼ 1, since R is standard.
Thus, LminðMÞ ¼ LminðaÞ or LminðMÞ ¼ LminðbÞ. It follows that LminðMÞ is ﬁnite and comput-
able. Otherwise, M $ N implies that M $ N is e-invariant for any term N , i.e.,
rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ. Let f ¼ rootðMÞ and let k ¼ aðf Þ. Since LminðM jiÞ is ﬁnite and computable
for all 16 i6 k according to the induction hypothesis, so is LminðMÞ ¼ ff ðN1; . . . ;NkÞ j
Ni 2 LminðM jiÞ for 16 i6 kg.
(ii) The assertion is obvious. 
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2.2. Locally minimal uniﬁers and new pairs of terms
Definition 2.5. Let C  T  T . A substitution h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C if h is an R-
uniﬁer of C and xh is minimal for every x 2 DomðhÞ.1
In this paper, we give a new uniﬁcation algorithm which takes a pair of terms M  N as input
and produces a locally minimal uniﬁer h of M  N iﬀ M  N is R-uniﬁable. For this purpose, we
introduce pairs of terms M .U N and M vf N which are said to be of type .U and of type vf,
respectively. Here OX ðNÞ  U  OðNÞ is a set of pairwise disjoint positions.
Deﬁnition 2.6. E0 ¼ fM  N ;M .U N ;M vf N ; failjOX ðNÞ  U  OðNÞ is a set of pairwise dis-
joint positions}. Here, fail is introduced as a special symbol and we assume that there exists no R-
uniﬁer of fail.
R-uniﬁers of these new pairs are required to satisfy additional conditions derived from these
types.
Deﬁnition 2.7. A substitution h is a (locally minimal) R-uniﬁer ofM .U N if h is a (locally minimal)
R-uniﬁer of M  N and there exists a rewrite sequence c : Mh! L$PUNh for some term L. Note
that if U ¼ ;; c : Mh! Nhð¼ LÞ.
A substitution h is a (locally minimal) R-uniﬁer of M vf N if h is a (locally minimal) R-uniﬁer
of M  N and there exists c : Mh$ Nh such that OX ðNÞ is a frontier in c, i.e., ujv or v6 u holds
for any u 2 RðcÞ and v 2 OX ðNÞ.2
Note that if U ¼ feg, then h is a (locally minimal) R-uniﬁer of M .feg N iﬀ h is a (locally min-
imal) R-uniﬁer of M  N by deﬁnitions. So, M .feg N is replaced by M  N and excluded from E0.
Example 2.1. Let R1 be the TRS shown in Section 1.
1. eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ  notðxÞ is R1-uniﬁable, since any substitution h satisfying xh ¼ t is an R1-uniﬁer:
eqðnotðtÞ; tÞ ! f ! notðtÞ.
2. eqðf ; notðnotðtÞÞÞ .f1;21g eqðy; notðyÞÞ is R1-uniﬁable, since any substitution h satisfying yh ¼ f is
an R1-uniﬁer: eqðf ; notðnotðtÞÞÞ 21 eqðf ; notðf ÞÞ.
3. eqðt; notðtÞÞ vf eqðnotðf Þ; yÞ is R1-uniﬁable, since any substitution h satisfying yh ¼ f is an R1-
uniﬁer: eqðt; notðtÞÞ!1 eqðnotðf Þ; notðtÞÞ 2 eqðnotðf Þ; f Þ.
4. notðxÞ  x is not R1-uniﬁable. We can show this using the result in [13]. (If notðxÞ  x is R1-uni-
ﬁable, then R1 would not be CR.)
5. eqðnotðxÞ; yÞ .f1;2g eqðx; yÞ is not R1-uniﬁable by the previous item and the deﬁnition of .U .
1 A substitution h is a minimal R-uniﬁer if h is an R-uniﬁer of C and HmðhÞHmðrÞ for every R-uniﬁer r of C. Here,
HmðhÞ ¼ tx2DomðhÞHmðxhÞ. If h is a minimal R-uniﬁer of C, then h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C. But, the converse
does not necessarily hold.
2 Subscript vf in vf stands for ‘‘variable frontier.’’
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6. eqðnotðxÞ; notðxÞÞ vf eqðx; xÞ is not R1-uniﬁable, while eqðnotðxÞ; notðxÞÞ  eqðx; xÞ is R1-uniﬁ-
able since eqðnotðxÞ; notðxÞÞ ! t eqðx; xÞ.
To convert typed pairs into the untyped ones, we deﬁne the function core.
Deﬁnition 2.8. For C  E0, let coreðCÞ ¼ fM  N jM  N 2 C or M .U N 2 C or M vf N 2 Cg
[ ffail j fail 2 Cg.
3. R-uniﬁcation algorithm
We are ready to give our R-uniﬁcation algorithm U. Our algorithm consists of a set of
primitive operations analogous to those of lazy narrowing [6,7] and RU [3]. Each primitive
operation takes a ﬁnite set of pairs C  E0 and produces some ~C  E0, denoted by C)U ~C.
This operation is called a transformation. Such a transformation is made nondeterministically:
C)U C1;C)U C2; . . . ;C)U Ck are allowed for some C1; . . . ;Ck  E0. In this case, we write
UðCÞ ¼ fC1; . . . ;Ckg regarding U as a function. Let )U be the reﬂexive transitive closure of
)U. Our algorithm starts from C0 ¼ fM0  N0g and makes primitive transformations repeat-
edly. We will prove that there exists a sequence C0 )U C such that C is ;-uniﬁable iﬀ C0 is R-
uniﬁable.
Our algorithm is divided into three stages. Stage I repeatedly decomposes a set of term pairs C
into another one ~C by guessing a rewrite rule applied at the root position of a nonvariable subterm
of some term appearing in C. Finally, Stage I transforms C into a set of type vf pairs Cf , which
becomes an input of the next Stage II. Stage II is similar to a usual ;-uniﬁcation algorithm and
stops when a set of type vf pairs C is in solved form as explained later. The Final Stage only checks
;-uniﬁability of C in solved form, i.e., the non-cyclicity of C.
Let UðCÞ ¼ fC1; . . . ;Ckg. Then, the transformation U satisﬁes the condition that if h is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C, then there exist an i ð16 i6 kÞ and a substitution h0 such that h0
is consistent with h and h0 is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of Ci. Moreover, it satisﬁes that if there
exists an i ð16 i6 kÞ such that coreðCiÞ is R-uniﬁable, then coreðCÞ is R-uniﬁable. Using this
property, we will prove that there exists a sequence C0 )U C such that C is ;-uniﬁable iﬀ C0 is
R-uniﬁable.
3.1. Stage I
The transformation U1 of Stage I takes as input a ﬁnite subset of pairs C  E0 and has a ﬁnite
number of nondeterministic choices C)U1 C1; . . . ;C)U1 Ck for some C1; . . . ;Ck  E0, i.e., U1 is
ﬁnite-branching. We consider all possibilities in order to ensure the correctness of the algorithm.
We begin with the initial C ¼ fM0  N0g and repeatedly apply the transformation U1 until the
current C becomes ; or contains either fail or at least one type vf pair. This condition is called the
stop condition of Stage I and deﬁned as follows:
C \ ffail;M vf N jM ;N 2 Tg 6¼ ; or C ¼ ;
If C satisﬁes this condition, then C becomes an input of the next stage.
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To describe the transformations used in Stage I, we need the following auxiliary function:
decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ ¼ fM ji .U=i N ji j16 i6 k and i 62 Ug
[ fM ji  N ji j16 i6 k and i 2 Ug
where k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ and U=i ¼ fu j i  u 2 Ug. (Note that ;=i ¼ ;.)
In Stage I, we nondeterministically apply Conversion or choose an element p in C n X  X and
apply one of the following transformations (TT, TL!, GG, VG, VT) to C according to the type of
the chosen p. That is, for p ¼ M  N ,
and for p ¼ M .U N ,
If no transformation is possible, C)U1 ffailg. We write M ’ N if M  N or N  M . We say that
p ¼ M ’ N satisﬁes the TT condition if M ;N 62 X and either M 62 G or N 62 G, the VT condition if
M 2 X and N 2 S, the VG condition if M 2 X and N 2 G, and the GG condition if M ;N 2 G.
Similarly, we say that p ¼ M .U N satisﬁes the TL! condition if M ;N 62 X and either M 62 G or
U 6¼ ;, the VT condition if M 2 X and N 2 S, the VG condition if M 2 X and N 2 G, and the GG
condition if M ;N 2 G and U ¼ ;.
Let C0 ¼ C n fpg. In the following explanations, we assume that h is a locally minimal uniﬁer of
p and we list the conditions that are assumed on a proof c of p. When applying the transfor-
mations we of course lack this information and so we just have to check that the conditions of the
transformations are satisﬁed.
3.1.1. Conversion
If C  fx  L;L  x; x .U L jL 2 T n Gg, then
C)U1 convðCÞ
where convðCÞ ¼ fx vf L jx  L 2 C or L  x 2 C or x .U L 2 Cg. Note that convðCÞ satisﬁes the
stop condition of Stage I.
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In the following examples, we use the TRS R1 shown in Section 1.
Example 3.1. feqðy; notðyÞÞ  yg )U1 fy vf eqðy; notðyÞÞg
3.1.2. TT transformation
If p ¼ M ’ N satisﬁes the TT condition, we choose one of the following three cases. Let
k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ. We guess that h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of p and that there exists a joinable
sequence c : Mh # Nh.
1. If rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ, then
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fM ji  N ji j16 i6 kg
In this transformation, we guess that c : Mh # Nh is e-invariant. Note that fM ji  N ji j16 i & kg
coincides with decomposeðM ;N ; f1; . . . ; kgÞ.
2. IfM 62 G, then we choose a fresh variant of a rule a! b 2 R that satisﬁes rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ [ fb  Ng
In this transformation, we guess that ar! b is the leftmost e-reduction step in c : Mh!
ar! b # Nh for some substitution r (where the subsequence Mh! ar is e-invariant).
3. If M 2 G, then we choose a rule a! b 2 R that satisﬁes M !þ b and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fb  Ng
and then do a single TT transformation on N  b as in 1 or 2.3 Note that it is decidable whether or
not M !þ b [9]. In this transformation, we guess that ar! b is the rightmost e-reduction step in
c : Mh! ar! b # Nh for some substitution r.
Example 3.2. In case 1 of the TT transformation,
feqðnotðxÞ; tÞ  eqðy; notðyÞÞg )U1 fnotðxÞ  y; t  notðyÞg
By choosing rule eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f and applying case 2, we get
feqðnotðxÞ; tÞ  eqðy; notðyÞÞg )U1
decomposeðeqðnotðxÞ; tÞ; eqðnotðx0Þ; x0Þ; f11; 2gÞ [ ff  eqðy; notðyÞÞg
¼ fnotðxÞ .f1g notðx0Þ; t  x0; f  eqðy; notðyÞÞg
By choosing rule t! notðf Þ and applying case 3, we get
ft  notðyÞg )U1 fnotðf Þ  notðyÞg
After that we apply case 1 of the TT transformation to notðyÞ  notðf Þ and get fy  f g.
3 To prove the termination of the algorithm, each transformation must decrease the ‘‘size’’ of C. There are some
cases when making one transformation, the ‘‘size’’ of C does not decrease. Making two TT transformations
successively, we can ensure that the size of C decreases. For the same reason, we make a ﬁnite number of successive
transformations in some cases of the TL! and VT transformations.
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3.1.3. TL! transformation
If p ¼ M .U N satisﬁes the TL! condition, we choose one of the following three cases. We
assume that U 6¼ feg, since M .feg N can be replaced by M  N . We guess that there exists a
sequence c : Mh! L$PUNh for some term L.
1. If rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ, then
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ
and if M 2 G, then apply the VG transformation described later to every P  Q 2
decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ \ ðG X Þ. In this transformation, we guess that c : Mh! L$PUNh is e-in-
variant.
2. If M 62 G, we choose a fresh variant of a rule a! b 2 R that satisﬁes rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ [ fb .U Ng
In this transformation, we guess that ar! b is the leftmost e-reduction step in c : Mh!
ar! b! L$PUNh for some substitution r (where the subsequence Mh! ar is e-invariant).
3. If M 2 G, we choose a rule a! b 2 R that satisﬁes M !þ b and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fb .U Ng
and then transform b .U N by case 1 of the TL! transformation. Again it is decidable whether or
not M !þ b [9]. In this transformation, we guess that ar! b is the rightmost e-reduction step in
c : Mh! ar! b! L$PUNh for some substitution r. Thus, the subsequence c0ðofcÞ :
b! L$PUNh is e-invariant. This ensures that case 1 of the TL! transformation is applicable to
b .U N .
Example 3.3. In case 1 of the TL! transformation,
feqðnotðxÞ; tÞ .f1;21g eqðy; notðyÞÞg )U1 fnotðxÞ  y; t .f1g notðyÞg
By choosing rule eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f and applying case 2, we get
feqðnotðxÞ; tÞ .f1;21g eqðy; notðyÞÞg )U1
fnotðxÞ .f1g notðx0Þ; t  x0g [ ff .f1;21g eqðy; notðyÞÞg
By choosing rule t! notðf Þ and applying case 3, we get
ft .f1g notðyÞg )U1 fnotðf Þ .f1g notðyÞg
After that we apply case 1 of the TL! transformation to notðf Þ .f1g notðyÞ and get ff  yg.
3.1.4. GG transformation
1. If p ¼ M  N satisﬁes the GG condition and M # N then
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0
Note that it is decidable whether or not M # N [9].
2. If p ¼ M .; N satisﬁes the GG condition and M ! N then
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C0 [ fpg )U1 C0
Again it is decidable whether or not M ! N [9]. (Note that if p ¼ M .U N with M ;N 2 G and
U 6¼ ;, we apply the TL! transformation.)
Example 3.4.
feqðf ; notðf ÞÞ  f g )U1 ;
Note that eqðf ; notðf ÞÞ # f holds, e.g., eqðf ; notðf ÞÞ ! eqðnotðtÞ; notðf ÞÞ !eqðnotðnotðf ÞÞ; notðf ÞÞ
! f .
3.1.5. VG transformation
1. If p ¼ x ’ M satisﬁes the VG condition, we choose an element M 0 in LminðMÞ and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0½M 0=x
2. If p ¼ x .U M satisﬁes the VG condition, we choose an element M 0 in LminðMÞ and
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0½M 0=x [ fM 0 .U Mg
Example 3.5. By choosing p ¼ y  f and M 0 ¼ f (note that f 2 Lminðf Þ),
fy  f ; eqðy; notðyÞÞ  f g )U1 feqðf ; notðf ÞÞ  f g
3.1.6. VT transformation
1. If p ¼ x ’ M satisﬁes the VT condition, we choose a rule a! b 2 R and a position v 2 OðMÞ
such that M jv 2 S. Then
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fx  M ½bv;b  M jvg
and if v ¼ e, we apply the VG transformation to x  b. In this transformation, we guess the se-
quence c : xh$ Mh½arv!
v
Mh½bv $ Mh (or xh$ Mh½bv 
v
Mh½arv $ Mh) for some r and
v 2 MinðRðcÞÞ.
2. If p ¼ x .U M satisﬁes the VT condition, we choose a rule a! b 2 R and a position v 2 OðMÞ
such that M jv 2 S. Then
C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fx .U 0 M ½bv;b .U=v M jvg
where U 0 ¼ fu 2 U jujvg, and if v ¼ e, we apply the VG transformation to x .; b. Here, we guess
that c : xh! xh½arv ! xh½bv $ Mh½bv $ Mh for some r and v 2MinðRðcÞÞ where
xh½arv ! xh½bv is the rightmost v-reduction and there is no u 2 U such that u6 v.
Example 3.6. By choosing v ¼ e and rule eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f , we get
feqðy; notðyÞÞ  yg )U1 fy  f ; f  eqðy; notðyÞÞg
After that we apply the VG transformation to y  f .
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3.2. Stage II
Below we deﬁne the one step transformation U2 of Stage II. We write C)U2 ~C if U2ðCÞ 3 ~C.
We begin with C which is produced by Conversion of Stage I. Hence, C  fx vf L jL 2 T n Gg
holds. Then, we repeatedly apply the transformation U2 until the current C satisﬁes the stop
condition of Stage II deﬁned below. In Stage II, any pair M vf N in C satisﬁes M 2 G [ X . We
consider all possibilities in order to ensure the correctness of the algorithm. If C satisﬁes the stop
condition, then we check the ;-uniﬁability of C in the Final Stage.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let CX ¼ fx  y jx vf y 2 Cg and CT ¼ fP vf Q 2 C jP 62 X or Q 62 Xg. We do
not distinguish CX and C n CT , since x  y 2 CX iﬀ x vf y 2 C n CT . Let (CX be the equivalence
relation derived from CX , i.e., the reﬂexive, transitive and symmetric closure of CX . Let ½x(CX be
the equivalence class of x.
Deﬁnition 3.2 [11]. C is in solved form if for any x vf P and y vf Q in CT with x (CX y; P ¼ Q
holds.
The stop condition of Stage II is that C satisﬁes one of the following two conditions.
(1) For any P vf Q 2 CT , we have P 2 X and C is in solved form.
(2) C ¼ ffailg.
(Note. C ¼ ; satisﬁes condition (1).)
To describe the transformations used in Stage II, we need the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 3.3. For a term M we deﬁne #0ðMÞ by
#0ðMÞ ¼ fðjOX ðMÞj;HðMÞÞgm if V ðMÞ 6¼ ;;; otherwise

For ði; jÞ; ði0; j0Þ 2 N N , we use the lexicographic ordering >. Its multiset extension) is used to
compare #0ðMÞ and #0ðNÞ for terms M ;N . This measure is deﬁned to give the number of variable
positions of term M the highest priority and will be also used in Section 4 to deﬁne sizeðCÞ for
C  E0.
Deﬁnition 3.4. For P ;Q 62 X , we deﬁne predicate commonðP ;QÞ as follows. Let U ¼MinðOX
ðP Þ [ OX ðQÞÞ and let V ¼Minfv 2 OF ðPÞ [ OF ðQÞ j8u 2 U : ujvg. Note that P jv and Qjv are
ground terms for all v 2 V . If OðP Þ \ OðQÞ * U [ V , P jv # Qjv holds for every v 2 V and
P ½c; . . . ; cðv1;...;vnÞ ¼ Q½c; . . . ; cðv1;...;vnÞ, where c is a constant in G and V [ U ¼ fv1; . . . ; vng, then
commonðP ;QÞ otherwise :commonðP ;QÞ. Again it is decidable whether P jv # Qjv [9].
For example, let P ¼ f ðM ; x;M 0Þ and Q ¼ f ðN ;N 0; yÞ, where M ;N 2 G. In this example,
U ¼ f2; 3g and V ¼ f1g. Since P ½c; c; cð1;2;3Þ ¼ f ðc; c; cÞ ¼ Q½c; c; cð1;2;3Þ, if M # N , then
commonðP ;QÞ.
In Stage II, we ﬁrst choose an element p in CT nondeterministically and then apply one of the
following transformations to C according to the type of the chosen p. If no transformation is
possible, C)U2 ffailg. Let C0 ¼ C n fpg.
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3.2.1. Decomposition
If p ¼ x vf P with P 2 S and there exists a pair q ¼ y vf Q 2 CT such that x (CX y and P 6¼ Q
and Q 2 S, and commonðP ;QÞ, then
C00 [ fp; qg )U2 C00 [ fqg
[ fP ju vf Qju ju 2 U and P ju 2 Xg
[ fQju vf P ju ju 2 U and P ju 62 Xg
where C00 ¼ C0 n fqg and U ¼MinðOX ðPÞ [ OX ðQÞÞ. Here, we assume that #0ðPÞ)#0ðQÞ.
Example 3.7. Let C ¼ fp; q; x vf yg with p ¼ x vf eqðnotðx0Þ; tÞ and q ¼ y vf eqðy0; notðf ÞÞ.
Then, commonðeqðnotðx0Þ; tÞ; eqðy0; notðf ÞÞÞ because t! notðf Þ and eqðnotðx0Þ; tÞ½c; cð1;2Þ ¼ eqðc;
cÞ ¼ eqðy 0; notðf ÞÞ½c; cð1;2Þ hold. #0ðeqðnotðx0Þ; tÞÞ ¼ #0ðeqðy 0; notðf ÞÞÞ ¼ fð1; 2Þgm. So, we can
make the following Decomposition:
fp; q; x vf yg )U2 fq; y 0 vf notðx0Þ; x vf yg
3.2.2. GT transformation
If p ¼ P vf Q with P 2 G and Q 2 S and commonðP ;QÞ, then
C0 [ fpg )U2 C0 [ fQju vf P ju ju 2 OX ðQÞg
3.2.3. VG transformation
If p ¼ x vf P or p ¼ P vf x with P 2 G, we choose an element P 0 2 LminðPÞ and let
C0 [ fpg )U2 C0½P 0=x
This is similar to the VG transformation at Stage I.
3.2.4. GG transformation
If p ¼ P vf Q with P ;Q 2 G and P # Q then
C0 [ fpg )U2 C0
Again it is decidable whether or not P # Q [9].
3.3. Final Stage
Let C be the output of Stage II. If C is ;-uniﬁable, then our algorithm answers R-uniﬁable,
otherwise C)U ffailg. (Note that our algorithm is a nondeterministic one.) 4
Since ;-uniﬁability is equal to usual uniﬁability, any uniﬁcation algorithm can be used [3,11]. In
fact, if C satisﬁes (1) of the stop condition of Stage II, C is in solved form, so that it is known that C
is uniﬁable iﬀ C is not cyclic [11]. The deﬁnition of cyclicity is given as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.5. A relation 7! over X is deﬁned as follows:
4 We will prove that there exists at least one C with ;-uniﬁability iﬀ the input M0  N0 is R-uniﬁable.
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x 7! y iﬀ there exist x0 (CX x; y0 (CX y; P 2 S such that x0 vf P 2 CT and y 0 2 V ðPÞ hold. Let 7!þ
be the transitive closure of 7!. Then, C is cyclic if there exists x such that x7!þx.
We will prove later that C is not cyclic if there exists a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C.
Correctness condition of U:
(1) )U1  )U2 is terminating and ﬁnite-branching, and
(2) C0 ¼ fM0  N0g is R-uniﬁable iﬀ there exist C1 and Cf such that C0 )U1 C1 )U2 Cf , C1 satis-
ﬁes the stop condition of Stage I, Cf satisﬁes the one of Stage II, and Cf is ;-uniﬁable (i.e., it is
not cyclic and Cf 6¼ ffailg).
Note that since U is a nondeterministic algorithm, we need an exhaustive search of all the
transformation sequences)U1  )U2 from C0, but it is ensured that we can decide whether C0 is R-
uniﬁable or not within ﬁnite time by (1) and (2) above.
Our algorithm can be easily transformed into one which produces a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of
C0 iﬀ C0 is R-uniﬁable, since the information can be obtained when VG transformations are made.
3.4. Example
We consider the TRS R1 ¼ feqðx; xÞ ! t, eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f , t! notðf Þ, f ! notðtÞg given in
Section 1. For C0 ¼ feqðy; notðyÞÞ  yg, our algorithm U can do the following transformations:
feqðy; notðyÞÞ  yg )VT fy  f ; f  eqðy; notðyÞÞg )VG ff  eqðf ; notðf ÞÞg )GG ;
Obviously, ; satisﬁes the stop conditions of Stages I and II and is ;-uniﬁable. Hence, our algorithm
decides that C0 is R1-uniﬁable. In fact, h satisfying yh ¼ f is an R1-uniﬁer which can be computed
by our algorithm.
Note that feqðy; notðyÞÞ  yg is transformed into fy vf eqðy; notðyÞÞg by Conversion which
satisﬁes the stop condition of Stages I and II. But fy vf eqðy; notðyÞÞg is cyclic, so this transfor-
mation sequence fails in the Final Stage.
U1ðfeqðy; notðyÞÞ  ygÞ consists of the following nine sets.
1. fy vf eqðy; notðyÞÞg by Conversion.
2. fy  t; t  eqðy; notðyÞÞg by VT with eqðx; xÞ ! t and v ¼ e.
3. fy  f ; f  eqðy; notðyÞÞg by VT with eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f and v ¼ e.
4. fy  notðf Þ; notðf Þ  eqðy; notðyÞÞg by VT with t! notðf Þ and v ¼ e.
5. fy  notðtÞ; notðtÞ  eqðy; notðyÞÞg by VT with f ! notðtÞ and v ¼ e.
6. fy  eqðy; tÞ; t  notðyÞg by VT with eqðx; xÞ ! t and v ¼ 2.
7. fy  eqðy; f Þ; f  notðyÞg by VT with eqðnotðxÞ; xÞ ! f and v ¼ 2.
8. fy  eqðy; notðf ÞÞ; notðf Þ  notðyÞg by VT with t! notðf Þ and v ¼ 2.
9. fy  eqðy; notðtÞÞ; notðtÞ  notðyÞg by VT with f ! notðtÞ and v ¼ 2.
The choices 1, 2, 4, 7, and 9 lead to ffailg.
4. Correctness of algorithm U
In this section, we prove the lemmata needed to conclude the correctness of algorithm U and
the main theorem. For this purpose, we need the following deﬁnition.
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Deﬁnition 4.1. Let U : PðE0Þ ! PðPðE0ÞÞ be a transformation. Then, U is valid iﬀ the following
validity conditions (V1) and (V2) hold. For any C  E0, let UðCÞ ¼ fC1; . . . ;Cng.
(V1) If h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C, then there exist an i ð16 i6 nÞ and a substitution h0
such that h0 is consistent with h and h0 is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of Ci.
(V2) If there exists an i ð16 i6 nÞ such that coreðCiÞ is R-uniﬁable, then coreðCÞ is R-uniﬁable.
4.1. Correctness of Stage I
In order to prove the termination of Stage I, we deﬁne sizeðCÞ as ð#1ðCÞ;#2ðCÞ;#3ðCÞ;#4ðCÞÞ.
Here
#1ðCÞ ¼ tPQ2Cð#0ðP Þ t #0ðQÞÞ t ðtP.UQ2C#0ðPÞÞ
#2ðCÞ ¼ tP.UQ2C#0ðQÞ
#3ðCÞ ¼ tP.UQ2Cfjuj ju 2 Ugm
#4ðCÞ ¼ jCj
We use the lexicographic ordering > to compare sizeðCÞ and sizeðC0Þ for all C;C0  E0.
We explain the reason why we the sizeðCÞ ¼ ð#1ðCÞ;#2ðCÞ;#3ðCÞ;#4ðCÞÞ. For each pair p in C,
if p ¼ M  N then #0ðMÞ t #0ðNÞ is included in #1ðCÞ, and if p ¼ P .U Q then #0ðP Þ and #0ðQÞ
are included in #1ðCÞ and #2ðCÞ, respectively. That is, we give the weight #0ðQÞ a lower priority
than the other weights. The reason is that when the TT or TL! transformation introduces new
terms which are subterms of a for some rule a! b to create new pairs added to C, the weight of
these new terms are included in #2ðCÞ, i.e., they are given a lower priority, so that it becomes
possible to avoid an increase of sizeðCÞ. Note that #0ðbÞ ¼ ; for rule a! b, i.e., b is given the
least weight, so that introduction of b to create a new pair added to C does not increase
#iðCÞ; 16 i6 3. Moreover, for the messures #0 and #1, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4.1. If M 2 S and k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ, then the following assertions are valid.
(i) #0ðMÞ ) #0ðM jvÞ for any v 2 OðMÞ n feg.
(ii) #0ðMÞ ) #0ðM ½Q=xÞ for any x 2 V ðMÞ and any Q 2 G. (If x 62 V ðMÞ, then #0ðMÞ ¼
#0ðM ½Q=xÞ.)
(iii) #1ðfM  NgÞ ) #1ðfM ji  N ji j16 i6 kgÞ for any N with rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ.
(iv) #1ðfM  NgÞ ) #1ðdecomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞÞ t #1ðfb  NgÞ for any rule a! b 2 R with
rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and N 2 T .
(v) #1ðfM .U NgÞ ) #1ðdecomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞÞ t #1ðfb .U NgÞ for any rule a! b 2 R with
rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and N 2 T .
(vi) #1ðfM .U NgÞ ) #1ðdecomposeðM ;N ;UÞÞ for any N with rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ and pairwise
disjoint U with U * OX ðNÞ.
(vii) #0ðMÞ ) #0ðM ½QvÞ for any Q 2 G and any v 2 OðMÞ such that M jv 62 G.
Proof. (i)–(iii) and (vii) are obvious by the deﬁnitions of #0 and #1. To show (iv), note that
#1ðdecomposeðM ; a;UÞÞ¼t16 i6 k^i 62U#0ðM jiÞ t #1ðfM ji  aji j16 i6 k; i 2 Ug where U ¼ OX ðaÞ.
By (i) of Lemma 4.1, #0ðMÞ ) #0ðM jiÞ and if aji 2 X then #0ðMÞ ) #0ðajiÞ holds byM 2 S. Since
#0ðMÞ ) #0ðbÞ is obvious, so that (iv) holds. The proof of (v) is similar to that of (iv). To show
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(vi), note that if M ji  N ji 2 decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ where 16 i6 k, then i 2 U holds, so that
N ji 2 X [ G and #0ðN jiÞ  fð1; 0Þg. Thus, #0ðMÞ ) #0ðN jiÞ. The remaining part of proof of (vi) is
similar to that of (iv) or (v). 
We are ready to prove the termination of Stage I.
Lemma 4.2. Stage I is terminating and finite-branching.
Proof. For every transformation U1ðCÞ ¼ fC1; . . . ;Ckg in Stage I, we prove that sizeðCÞ > sizeðCiÞ
for every 16 i6 k by showing the following table:
Let C)U1 ~C and C0 ¼ C n fpg.
TT transformation
Let p ¼ M ’ N satisfy the TT condition.
1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M 2 S. By (iii) of Lemma 4.1, we have
#1ðfpgÞ ) #1ðfM ji  N ji j 16 i6 kgÞ where k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ, so that #1ðCÞ ) #1ð~CÞ.
2. By (iv) of Lemma 4.1, we have #1ðfpgÞ ) #1ðdecomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞÞ t#1ðfb  NgÞ, so that
#1ðCÞ ) #1ð~CÞ.
3. We replace fpg by fb  Ng for some rule a! b and do a transformation on N  b by case 1 or
2 of the TT transformation, i.e., fN  bg is replaced by either fN ji  bji j16 i6 k0g, where
k0 ¼ aðrootðNÞÞ and rootðNÞ ¼ rootðbÞ, or decomposeðN ; a0;OX ða0ÞÞ [ fb0  bg for some rule
a0 ! b0. In either case, the #1-value strictly decreases by the arguments of case 1 and 2 since
N 2 S. Note that sizeðfpgÞ ¼ sizeðfb  NgÞ since M ; b 2 G.
TL! transformation
Let p ¼ M .U N satisfy the TL! condition.
1. IfM 62 G, then the #1-value strictly decreases by (vi) of Lemma 4.1. Otherwise, i.e., ifM 2 G, let
D ¼ decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ n ðG X Þ. We ﬁrst show that sizeðfpgÞ > sizeðDÞ. Note that D ¼
fM ji .U=i N ji j16 i6 k and i 62 Ug [ fM ji  N ji j16 i6 k; i 2 U and N ji 2 Gg where k ¼ aðroot
ðMÞÞ, so that #1ðfpgÞ ¼ #1ðDÞ since M 2 G. If N 2 S, then #2ðfpgÞ ) #2ðDÞ holds by the def-
inition of #2, as claimed. If N 2 G, then #2ðfpgÞ ¼ #2ðDÞ, but #3ðfpgÞ ) #3ðDÞ holds since by
U 6¼ ;, we have fjuj ju 2 Ugm ) fjvj jv 2 U=igm for any i ð16 i6 kÞ. Thus, if D ¼ decompose
ðM ;N ;UÞ, then we are done. On the other hand, if decomposeðM ;N ;UÞ n Dð¼ D0Þ  G X
is not empty, then to everyM ji  N ji 2 D0, we apply the VG transformation, which ensures that
#jðDÞ)#jðD½M j0i=N jiÞ, j ¼ 1; 2, holds for M j0i 2 LminðM jiÞ by (ii) of Lemma 4.1 and
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#3ðDÞ ¼ #3ðD½M j0i=N jiÞ. Note that M j0i 2 G by (ii) of Lemma 2.3. Hence, sizeðfpgÞ >
sizeðDÞP sizeðD½M j0i=N jiÞ, as claimed.
2. By (v) of Lemma 4.1, we have #1ðfpgÞ ) #1ðdecomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ [ fb .U NgÞ, so that
#1ðCÞ ) #1ð~CÞ.
3. We replace fpg by fb .U Ng and then transform b .U N by case 1 of the TL! transformation,
i.e., if rootðbÞ ¼ rootðNÞ then fpg is replaced by decomposeðb;N ;UÞ. So, the size strictly de-
crease by the arguments of case 1. Note that sizeðfpgÞ ¼ sizeðfb .U NgÞ.
GG transformation
Let p ¼ M  N or p ¼ M .; N with M ;N 2 G. Since p is deleted from C, the #i-value, 16 i6 3,
is unchanged by #iðfpgÞ ¼ ; and the #4-value strictly decreases.
VG transformation
Let p ¼ x ’ M or p ¼ x .U M with M 2 G. Then, C0 [ fpg )U1 C0½M 0=x or C0 [ fpg )U1
C0½M 0=x [ fM 0 .U Mg where M 0 2 LminðMÞ. (Note that M 0 2 G.) By (ii) of Lemma 4.1, we have
#1ðC0Þ)#1ðC0½M 0=xÞ. Thus, #1ðC0 [ fpgÞ ¼ #1ðC0Þ t #0ðxÞ ) #1ðC0½M 0=xÞ ¼ #1ðC0½M 0=x [ fM 0
.UMgÞ by #1ðfM 0 .U MgÞ ¼ ;. So, the #1-value strictly decreases.
VT transformation
1. Let p ¼ x ’ M with M 2 S and fpg )U1 fx  M ½bv; b  M jvg where a! b 2 R; v 2 OðMÞ and
M jv 2 S. First we consider the case of v 6¼ e. By (i) and (vii) of Lemma 4.1, we have
#1ðfpgÞ ) #1ðfx  M ½bv; b  M jvgÞ. Thus, the #1-value strictly decreases.
If v ¼ e, then C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fx  b; b  Mg. Now we apply the VG transformation to
x  b, i.e., C0 [ fx  b;b  Mg )U1 ðC0 [ fb  MgÞ½M 0=x where M 0 2 LminðbÞ. (Note that
M 0 2 G.) By (ii) of Lemma 4.1, we have #1ðC0 [ fpgÞ ) #1ðC0 [ fb  MgÞ)#1ððC0
[fb  MgÞ½M 0=xÞ. Thus, the #1-value strictly decreases.
2. Let p ¼ x .U M with M 2 S and fpg )U1 fx .U 0 M ½bv; b .U=v M jvg where a! b 2 R; v 2 OðMÞ,
M jv 2 S and U 0 ¼ fu 2 U jujvg. If v 6¼ e, then #1ðfpgÞ ¼ #1ðfx .U 0 M ½bv; b .U=v M jvgÞ by the
deﬁnition of #1, and #2ðfpgÞ ) #2ðfx .U 0 M ½bv;b .U=v M jvgÞ holds by (i) and (vii) of Lemma
4.1. Thus, the #1-value is unchanged and the #2-value strictly decreases.
Next, we consider the case of v ¼ e. Now C0 [ fpg )U1 C0 [ fx .; b; b .U Mg, and we apply the
VG transformation to x .; b, i.e., C
0 [ fpg )U1 ðC0 [ fb .U MgÞ½M 0=x [ fM 0 .U bg where
M 0 2 LminðbÞ. By (ii) of Lemma 4.1 and #1ðfM 0 .U bgÞ ¼ ;, #1ðC0 [ fpgÞ ) #1ððC0 [ fb .U MgÞ
½M 0=x [ fM 0 .U bgÞ.
Moreover, if C is a ﬁnite set, then k is ﬁnite, i.e., Stage I is ﬁnite-branching. Thus, this lemma
holds. 
Lemma 4.3.
(i) Stage I is valid.
(ii) If C  E0 is R-unifiable and does not satisfy the stop condition of Stage I, then U1ðCÞ 6¼ ;.
Proof. To show that U1 satisﬁes the validity condition (V1) and (ii) of Lemma 4.3, let h be a locally
minimal R-uniﬁer of C. We ﬁrst show that if p ¼ M ’ N or p ¼ M .U N in C satisﬁes condition C
where C 6¼ VT, then U1 can do a C transformation C)U1 ~C such that there exists a locally minimal
R-uniﬁer h0 of ~C consistent with h. Next, we show that in the remaining case, i.e., if every
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p 2 C n X  X satisﬁes VT condition, U1 can do a VT transformation or Conversion C)U1 ~C such
that there exists a locally minimal R-uniﬁer h0 of ~C consistent with h. It follows that U1 satisﬁes
(V1) and (ii) of Lemma 4.3. Conversely, it is obvious that U1 satisﬁes (V2). For example, if we do
case 1 of TT transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fM  NgÞ )U1 C0 [ fM ji  N ji j16 i6 kgð¼ ~CÞ
and coreð~CÞ is R-uniﬁable, then there exists an R-uniﬁer h of coreð~CÞ. Since rootðMÞ ¼ rootðNÞ
and for any i ð16 i6 kÞ ðM jiÞh$ ðN jiÞh holds, Mh$ Nh. Thus, coreðCÞ is R-uniﬁable. If we do
Conversion C)U1 convðCÞ, then (V2) obviously holds, since coreðCÞ ¼ coreðconvðCÞÞ. For the
remaining cases, we can prove (V2) similarly.
Now, we prove the validity condition (V1). We assume that p 2 C.
TT transformation
Let p ¼ M ’ N satisfy the TT condition, i.e., M ;N 62 X and either M 62 G or N 62 G. Let
k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ. Then, since h is a locally minimal uniﬁer of p and R is conﬂuent, we have a se-
quence c : Mh # Nh. There are two cases: (1) c is e-invariant and (2) e 2 RðcÞ.
In case (1), if M 2 S then HðMÞ > 0, so that k > 0. Since N 62 X , we have rootðNÞ ¼ rootðMÞ
and for any i ð16 i6 kÞ ðM jiÞh # ðN jiÞh. Thus, U1 can do a transformation by case 1 of the TT
transformation:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ fM ji  N ji j16 i6 kgð¼ ~CÞ
Hence, ~C satisﬁes the required condition: locally minimal h is also an R-uniﬁer of ~C. Thus, the
validity condition (V1) holds.
In case (2), without loss of generality, we assume that
c : Mh! ar! b # Nh
for some rule a! b and substitution r. (For the other case, exchangeM and N .) We ﬁrst consider
the case of M 62 G. In this case, let the above e-reduction ar! b be leftmost, i.e., the subsequence
c0 (of c): Mh! ar is e-invariant. Note that HðMÞ > 0 by M 2 S, so that rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and
for any i ð16 i6 kÞ ðM jiÞh! ðajiÞr holds. Thus, U1 can do a transformation by case 2:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ [ fb  Ngð¼ ~CÞ
If r is not locally minimal, then let r0 be locally minimal such that xr0 $ xr for every x 2 DomðrÞ.
The existence of r0 is obvious by the deﬁnition of local minimality: let xr0 be an element of
LminðxrÞ. Here, we assume that DomðhÞ \ Domðr0Þ ¼ ;. So, let h0 ¼ h [ r0, i.e., Domðh0Þ ¼
DomðhÞ [ Domðr0Þ and xh0 ¼ xh for every x 2 DomðhÞ and yh0 ¼ yr0 for every y 2 Domðr0Þ. Note
that Mh0!
>feg
ar$PUah0 ! b # Nh0 where U ¼ OX ðaÞ. It is obvious that h0 is locally minimal and h0 is
an R-uniﬁer of ~C by the deﬁnition of decomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ. (This is a reason why pairs of terms
with type .U and these R-uniﬁers are introduced.) Hence, the validity condition (V1) holds.
The remaining case is when M 2 G. In this case, N 2 S. Let the above e-reduction ar! b be
rightmost, i.e., in the subsequence c00 (of c): b # Nh there is no e-reduction from left to right. Note
that M !þ b. Thus, U1 can do a transformation by case 3:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ fb  Ngð¼ ~CÞ
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Obviously, h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C. It follows that U1 can transform N  b by case 1
or 2 of the TT transformation (i.e., U1 can do a transformation by case 1 if c00 : Nh # b is e-in-
variant, otherwise case 2). In either case, (V1) holds.
By the above arguments, if h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C and there exists p 2 C satisfying
the TT condition, then we can perform a TT transformation C)U1 ~C such that there exists a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer h0 of ~C consistent with h.
TL! transformation
Let p ¼ M .U N satisfy the TL! condition, i.e., M ;N 62 X and either M 62 G or U 6¼ ;. Let
k ¼ aðrootðMÞÞ. Since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of p, there exists a sequence
c : Mh! L$PUNh for some term L. There are two cases: (1) c is e-invariant and (2) e 2 RðcÞ. Note
that U 6¼ feg.
In case (1), we have rootðNÞ ¼ rootðMÞ and for any i ð16 i6 kÞ ðM jiÞh! Lji $
PU=i
ðN jiÞh. Thus,
U1 can do a transformation by case 1 of the TL! transformation:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ;N ;UÞð¼ ~CÞ
Note that if i 2 U , then ðM jiÞh$ ðN jiÞh, so that h is an R-uniﬁer of M ji  N ji. Hence, h is also a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C.
In case (2), we can assume that
c : Mh! ar! b! L$
PU
Nh
for some rule a! b and substitution r. If M 62 G, let the above e-reduction ar! b be leftmost,
i.e., the subsequence c0 (of c): Mh! ar is e-invariant. Since M 62 X , rootðMÞ ¼ rootðaÞ and for
any i ð16 i6 kÞ ðM jiÞh! ðajiÞr holds. Hence, U1 can do a transformation by case 2:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ decomposeðM ; a;OX ðaÞÞ [ fb .U Ngð¼ ~CÞ
If r is not locally minimal, then let r0 be a locally minimal R-uniﬁer such that for any x 2 DomðrÞ,
xr0 $ xr holds as in the proof concerning TT transformation. Let h0 ¼ h [ r0. Then h0 is a locally
minimal R-uniﬁer of decomposeðM ; a; V Þ where V ¼ OX ðaÞ, since ðM jiÞh0 ! ðajiÞr$
P V =i
ðajiÞr0.
Substitution h0 is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of b .U N , since b! L$
PU
Nh0. Hence, h0 is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C.
The remaining case is when M 2 G. In this case, let the e-reduction ar! b in the above se-
quence c be rightmost, i.e., in the subsequence c00 (of c): b! L$PUNh there is no e-reduction.
Since M !þ b holds by c, U1 can do a transformation by case 3:
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ fb .U Ngð¼ ~CÞ
Obviously, h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C. Moreover U1 can transform b .U N by case 1 of
the TL! transformation, since c00 : b! L$
PU
Nh is e-invariant.
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GG transformation
• Let p ¼ M  N , where M ;N 2 G. Since C is R-uniﬁable, M $ N and by conﬂuence of R,
M # N holds. Thus, U1 can do a GG transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0ð¼ ~CÞ
and h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C
• Let p ¼ M .; N , where M ;N 2 G. Since C is R-uniﬁable, M ! N holds. Thus, U1 can do a GG
transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0ð¼ ~CÞ
and h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C
VG transformation
• Let p ¼ x ’ M , where M 2 G. Since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of x  M , there exists a
ground term M 0 such that xh ¼ M 0 and M 0 2 LminðMÞ. Thus, U1 can do a transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0½M 0=xð¼ ~CÞ
For any P  Q 2 C0, there exists a sequence P ½M 0=xh ¼ Ph$ Qh ¼ Q½M 0=xh, so that h is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of P ½M 0=x  Q½M 0=x. For any P .U Q 2 C0, P ½M 0=xh ¼
Ph! $PUQh ¼ Q½M 0=xh, so that h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of P ½M 0=x .U Q½M 0=x. So, h is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C.
• Let p ¼ x .U M , where M 2 G. Since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of x .U M , there exists a
ground term M 0 such that xh ¼ M 0 is minimal and M 0 ! $PUM . Thus, M 0 .U M is R-uniﬁable
and U1 can do a transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0½M 0=x [ fM 0 .U Mgð¼ ~CÞ
By similar arguments, we can show that for any P  QðP .U QÞ 2 C0, h is also a locally min-
imal R-uniﬁer of P ½M 0=x  Q½M 0=x (P ½M 0=x .U Q½M 0=x). Thus, h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer
of ~C.
VT transformation and conversion
Let C  fx  L;L  x; x .U L jL 2 T n Gg, i.e., every p 2 C n X  X satisﬁes the VT condition.
Since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C, for every x ’ L and x .U L in C, c : xh$ Lh holds. For
every such c, if for any v 2 RðcÞ and u 2 OX ðLÞ vju or u6 v holds (i.e., OX ðLÞ is a frontier in c, so
that x vf L is R-uniﬁable), then U1 can do a Conversion
C)U1 convðCÞ
and h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of convðCÞ. Otherwise, there exists p ¼ x ’ M or p ¼ x .U M in
C such that c : xh$ Mh and v < u for some v 2MinðRðcÞÞ and u 2 OX ðMÞ. So, M jv 2 S. Note
that u 2 U .
If p ¼ x ’ M , we must have c : xh$ Mh½arv ! Mh½bv $ Mh or c : xh$ Mh½bv
 Mh½arv $ Mh for some rule a! b and some substitution r, so that U1 can do a transfor-
mation
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Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ fx  M ½bv;b  M jvgð¼ ~CÞ
and h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C.
If p ¼ x .U M , by a similar argument, U1 can do a transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U1 C0 [ fx .U 0 M ½bv;b .U=v M jvgð¼ ~CÞ
where M jv 2 S, U 0 ¼ fu 2 U j ujvg, and h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C.
We have proved this lemma for all the cases of C, so this lemma holds. 
4.2. Correctness of Stage II
Let E2 ¼ fM vf N jM 2 G [ Xg. Note that for the Conversion C)U1 convðCÞ in Stage I, we
have convðCÞ  E2, and for every transformation C)U2 ~C in Stage II, C  E2 implies ~C  E2. The
proof is straightforward, so omitted.
Lemma 4.4. Stage II is terminating and finite-branching.
Proof. For C  E2, we deﬁne sizeðCÞ as ð$1ðCÞ; $2ðCÞÞ. Here
$1ðCÞ ¼ tPvfQ2Cð#0ðP Þ t #0ðQÞÞ
$2ðCÞ ¼ jCj
We use the lexicographic ordering > to compare sizeðCÞ and sizeðC0Þ for all C;C0 2 E2. For every
transformation U2ðCÞ ¼ fC1; . . . ;Ckg in Stage II, we prove that sizeðCÞ > sizeðCiÞ for every
16 i & k by verifying the following table:
Let C)U2 ~C and C0 ¼ C n fpg.
Decomposition
Let p ¼ x vf P and q ¼ y vf Q be such that x (CX y; P 6¼ Q; P ;Q 2 S; commonðP ;QÞ and
#0ðP Þ)#0ðQÞ. Then Decomposition replaces fpg by fP ju vf Qju ju 2 U and P ju 2 Xg[
fQju vf P ju ju 2 U and P ju 62 Xg where U ¼MinðOX ðPÞ [ OX ðQÞÞ. Since #0ðPÞ ) #0ðP juÞ and
#0ðP Þ)#0ðQÞ ) #0ðQjuÞ for every u 2 U by (i) of Lemma 4.1, the $1-value strictly decreases.
GT transformation
Let p ¼ P vf Q be such that P 2 G;Q 2 S and commonðP ;QÞ. Then the GT transformation
replaces fpg by fQju vf P ju ju 2 OX ðQÞg. Since $1ðfpgÞ ¼ #0ðQÞ ) #0ðQjuÞ ¼ $1ðfQju vf P jugÞ
for every u 2 OX ðQÞ by (i) of Lemma 4.1 and #0ðP juÞ ¼ ;, the $1-value strictly decreases.
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VG transformation
If p ¼ x vf P or p ¼ P vf x is such that P 2 G, then the VG transformation replaces C0 [ fpg
by C0½P 0=x such that P 0 2 LminðP Þ. By (ii) of Lemma 4.1, $1ðC0Þ)$1ðC0½P 0=xÞ holds. Thus,
$1ðC0 [ fpgÞ ¼ $1ðC0Þ t #0ðxÞ ) $1ðC0½P 0=xÞ holds, so that the $1-value strictly decreases.
GG transformation
Let p ¼ P vf Q be such that P ;Q 2 G and P # Q. Then the GG transformation replaces
C0 [ fpg by C0. Since P ;Q 2 G, $1ðC0 [ fpgÞ ¼ $1ðC0Þ, but $2ðC0 [ fpgÞ ¼ jC0j þ 1 > jC0j ¼
$2ðC0Þ. Thus, the $1-value is unchanged and the $2-value strictly decreases.
Moreover, if C is a ﬁnite set, then k ¼ jU2ðCÞj is ﬁnite. Thus, this lemma holds. 
Lemma 4.5.
(i) Stage II is valid.
(ii) If C  E2 is R-unifiable and does not satisfy the stop condition of Stage II, then U2ðCÞ 6¼ ;.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that U2 satisﬁes (ii) of Lemma 4.5. If C  E2 contains p ¼ x vf M or
p ¼ M vf x withM 2 G then we can obviously do the VG transformation, and if C  E2 contains
p ¼ P vf Q with P ;Q 2 G, then we can perform the GG transformation since P # Q by R-uniﬁ-
ability of C. Moreover, if C  E2 contains p ¼ P vf Q with P 2 G;Q 2 S, then we can do the GT
transformation since commonðP ;QÞ by R-uniﬁability of C. Thus, the remaining case is that
C  fx vf Q jQ 2 T n Gg. In this case, if C does not satisfy the stop condition of Stage II, i.e., C is
not in solved form, we can do Decomposition since commonðP ;QÞ by the R-uniﬁability of C as we
will prove later. Thus, (ii) of Lemma 4.5 holds.
Next we show that every transformation in Stage II satisﬁes the validity conditions (V1)
and (V2). To show (V1), we assume that h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C and
C)U2 ~C.
Decomposition
Let p; q 2 C; p ¼ x vf P and q ¼ y vf Q be such that P ;Q 2 S, x (CX y, and P 6¼ Q. Since h is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of p; q and CX , there exist sequences cPx; cxy; cyQ, where cPx : Ph$ xh,
cxy : xh$ yh and cyQ : yh$ Qh. Let c : Ph$ xh$ yh$ Qh, i.e., the sequence obtained by
concatenating cPx; cxy and cyQ. Then
MinðRðcÞÞ  OLeaf ðxhÞð¼ OLeaf ðyhÞÞ ð1Þ
holds by Lemma 2.2. Let U ¼MinðOX ðP Þ [ OX ðQÞÞ and V ¼Minfv 2 OF ðPÞ [ OF ðQÞ j8u 2 U :
ujvg. Then
OLeaf ðxhÞPU [ V ð2Þ
holds, since if there exists a u 2 U [ V such that u > v for some v 2 OLeaf ðxhÞ, then
v 2 RðcPxÞ [ RðcyQÞ would hold, but this contradicts the R-uniﬁability of p or q. By (1) and (2),
OðP Þ \ OðQÞ * U [ V , P=v$ Q=v for any v 2 V and P ½c; . . . ; cðv1;...;vnÞ ¼ Q½c; . . . ; cðv1;...;vnÞ holds,
where c is a constant in G and V [ U ¼ fv1; . . . ; vng. Thus, commonðP ;QÞ and U2 can do a
Decomposition transformation
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Cð¼ C0 [ fp; qgÞ )U2 C0 [ fqg
[ fP ju vf Qju ju 2 U and P ju 2 Xg
[ fQju vf P ju ju 2 U and P ju 62 Xgð¼ ~CÞ
For any u 2 U , h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of P ju vf Qju (or Qju vf P ju). Thus, the
validity condition (V1) holds.
Conversely, let h0 be an R-uniﬁer of coreð~CÞ. It suﬃces to prove that h0 is an R-uniﬁer of x  P .
Since h0 is an R-uniﬁer of coreð~CÞ, for any u 2 U , P juh0 $ Qjuh0 holds, and commonðP ;QÞ, so that
there exist sequences Ph0 $ Qh0, xh0 $ yh0, and yh0 $ Qh0. Thus, there exists a sequence
xh0 $ yh0 $ Qh0 $ Ph0, i.e., xh0 $ Ph0. So, h0 is an R-uniﬁer of x  P . Thus, (V2) holds.
GT transformation
Let p ¼ P vf Q 2 C, where P 2 G and Q 2 S. Note that since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of
p, there exists a sequence c : Ph$ Qh such that for any v 2 RðcÞ and any u 2 OX ðQÞ, either vP u
or vju, and commonðP ;QÞ. Then, U2 can do a GT transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U2 C0 [ fQju vf P ju ju 2 OX ðQÞgð¼ ~CÞ
and h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C. So, the validity condition (V1) holds.
Conversely, if h0 is an R-uniﬁer of coreð~CÞ, then there exist sequences cu : P juh0 $ Qjuh0 for any
u 2 OX ðQÞ. Since commonðP ;QÞ, there exists a sequence Ph0 $ Qh0, i.e., h0 is an R-uniﬁer of
coreðfpgÞ. So, (V2) holds again.
VG transformation
Let p 2 C and p ¼ x vf P or p ¼ P vf x, where P 2 G. Since h is a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of
p, there exists a ground term P 0 2 LminðP Þ such that xh ¼ P 0 and P 0 $ P . Thus, U2 can do a VG
transformation
Cð¼ C0 [ fpgÞ )U2 C0½P 0=xð¼ ~CÞ
For any M vf N 2 C0, there exists a sequence c : M ½P 0=xh ¼ Mh$ Nh ¼ N ½P 0=xh. Let
N 0 ¼ N ½P 0=x. Since OX ðNÞ * OX ðN 0Þ, for any v 2 RðcÞ and any u 2 OX ðN 0Þ, either vP u or vju.
Thus, h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of ~C. So, the validity condition (V1) holds.
Conversely, let h0 be an R-uniﬁer of coreðC0½P 0=xÞ, and h00 be a substitution such that xh00 ¼ P 0
and for any y 2 X n fxg, yh00 ¼ yh0. For any M  N 2 coreðC0Þ, Mh00 ¼ M ½P 0=xh0 $
N ½P 0=xh0 ¼ Nh00 holds. Since P 0 2 LminðPÞ, xh00 ¼ P 0 $ P holds. Thus, h00 is an R-uniﬁer of
coreðC0 [ fpgÞ. So, (V2) holds.
GG transformation
If p ¼ P vf Q is such that P ;Q 2 G and P # Q, then C0 [ fpg )U2 C0. It is obvious that if h is a
locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C0 [ fpg, then h is also a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C0, and if h0 is an
R-uniﬁer of coreðC0Þ, then h0 is also an R-uniﬁer of coreðC0 [ fpgÞ. 
4.3. Correctness of Final Stage
Lemma 4.6. Assume that C satisfies the stop condition of Stage II. Then C is not cyclic if there
exists a locally minimal R-unifier h of C.
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Proof. Let h be a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of C. Note that for any x; x0 2 X if x (CX x0 then
xh$ x0h holds, so that HðxhÞ ¼ Hðx0hÞ by the local minimality of h. Now, we show that for any
x vf P 2 C and y 2 V ðP Þ, if P 62 X , then HðxhÞ > HðyhÞ. Let y ¼ P ju for some u 6¼ e. Then
xhju $ yh holds, since h is an R-uniﬁer of C. The local minimality of h ensures that
HðxhjuÞPHðyhÞ. Hence, HðxhÞ > HðyhÞ. It follows that for any x; y 2 X , if x 7! y, then
HðxhÞ > HðyhÞ holds. Therefore, it is impossible that we have x 7! þx. Hence C is not cyclic. j
Lemma 4.7. If C satisfies the stop condition of Stage II and there exists a locally minimal R-unifier
of C, then C is ;-unifiable.
Proof. Obviously, C 6¼ ffailg, so that C is in solved form. By Lemma 4.6, C is not cyclic and hence
C is ;-uniﬁable. 
Note. The converse of Lemma 4.7 does not necessarily hold. For example, let C ¼ fx vf
eqðy; yÞg. Then, it is obvious that C is in solved form and ;-uniﬁable, but we can show that there
exists no locally minimal R1-uniﬁer of C as follows. If h is an R1-uniﬁer of C then xh ¼ eqðM ;NÞ,
M $ yh and N $ yh must hold for some M ;N . Since xh$ eqðyh; yhÞ ! t, we have
t 2 LminðxhÞ, i.e., xh is not minimal. Thus, there exists no locally minimal R1-uniﬁer of C. Note that
the validity condition (V2) requires only R1-uniﬁability of coreðCÞ when C is ;-uniﬁable.
5. Conclusion
Now we can deduce our main theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The unification problem for confluent right-ground term rewriting systems is decid-
able.
Proof. By Lemmata 4.2 and 4.4, part (1) of the correctness condition of U holds and by
Lemmata 4.3 and 4.5, Stages I and II are valid, so that if C0 ¼ fM0  N0g is R-uniﬁable, then
there exist C1 and Cf such that C0 )U1 C1 )U2 Cf , C1 satisﬁes the stop condition of Stage I, Cf
satisﬁes the one of Stage II, and there exists a locally minimal R-uniﬁer of Cf . Hence, by
Lemma 4.7, the only-if-part of part (2) of the correctness condition of U holds. Conversely, the
if-part is ensured by validity of the transformations of U1 and U2. Thus, part (2) of the cor-
rectness condition of U holds. Therefore, the theorem follows from the decidability of ;-uni-
ﬁability. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2.1
To prove Lemma 2.1, we need the following deﬁnition and lemma.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let M ½b1=c1; . . . ;bn=cn be the term obtained from M by replacing all occurrences
of ci by bi, 16 i6 n.
Lemma A.1. Let h ¼ ½b1=c1; . . . ; bn=cn. If M !R0 N , then Mh!R Nh.
Proof. It suﬃces to prove that if M !R0 N , then Mh!R Nh or Mh ¼ Nh. Let u be the redex
position of M !R0 N . If M=u ¼ air and N=u ¼ ci for some r, then Mh!R Nh, since air!R0 ci
implies that airh!R cihð¼ biÞ. If M=u ¼ ci and N=u ¼ bi, then Mh ¼ Nh, since cih ¼ bih ¼ bi.
Thus this lemma holds. 
Now we prove Lemma 2.1.
Proof (of Lemma 2.1).
(i) Only-If-Part: R is conﬂuent ) R0 is conﬂuent
Let M !R0 N and M !R0 L. By Lemma A.1, Mh!R Nh and Mh!R Lh hold, so that Nh #R Lh
holds by conﬂuence of R. Hence, Nh #R0 Lh by the deﬁnition of R0. Since N !R0 Nh and L!R0 Lh,
we have N #R0 L.
If-Part: R0 is conﬂuent ) R is conﬂuent
LetM !R N andM !R L. Since R contains no ci, 16 i6 n, it is suﬃcient to show N #R L for the
case that M contains no ci, 16 i6 n. Then, M !R0 N and M !R0 L hold. Since N #R0 L by con-
ﬂuence of R0, there exists N 0 such that N !R0 N 0 and L!R0 N 0. Since N and L contain no
ci; 16 i6 n, by Lemma A.1, N ¼ Nh!R N 0h and L ¼ Lh!R N 0h hold. Hence, N #R L.
(ii) Only-If-Part: Obvious.
If-Part: If M  N is R0-uniﬁable, there exists h0 such that Mh0 $R0 Nh0. By Lemma A.1, we have
Mh0h$R Nh0h. Let h00 be a substitution such that xh00 ¼ xh0h for every x 2 V ðMÞ [ V ðNÞ. Then,
Mh00 ¼ Mh0h and Nh00 ¼ Nh0h hold, since M and N contain no ci; 16 i6 n. Hence, M  N is R-
uniﬁable. 
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